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critical for the life insurance companies.

So, proper govt. Absence of business ethics: Some insurance companies create harassment on the policy
holders or sometimes on the dependents of the policy holders when they want back their money after death or
maturity. When I got back in the insurance business, I vowed that I would follow what always had worked and
stop screwing with the system. And they point to the attractive tax treatment in most jurisdictions of savings
products with a life-insurance element. Development of management: Like every sector insurance is affected
by mismanagement in Bangladesh. Importance to the economic development: Insurance business is depended
on the development of the different sector of economic. You can do that with the right setup. Therefore,
persons finding no job or persons having lesser knowledge become insurance agents whom cannot acquaint
themselves fully with the whereabouts of insurance. The policy holders are very much worried about the
settlement of claims. There are two types of products Medicare recipients can select. So this growing GDP and
income holds bright prospects for insurance companies. To perform this business properly, obviously it needs
vast knowledge regarding its performance. Most of them are in reality the products of the environment we live
in. Insurance professionals must be reliable, trustworthy and honest. For the instability in politics, many
disruptive situations are often created which are bad for any businesses. Such agents cannot play efficient role
in convincing a prospective policyholder. In order to take appropriate remedial measures, we need to know the
causes of such problems. Though death benefits and annuities are still the core business, life insurers are
branching out into savings products and insurance against disability or needing long-term social care. What we
need to do To compete and to survive, local insurers can not continue to follow past and present practices.
This requires continuous re-orientation from the conventional bureaucratic norms to an environment where
managerial capability need to be tuned with policy issues in the context of overall changes and development of
the industry. These restrictions are really the rules of the game. It is quite impossible for them to save some
money for future need. In a market economy, regulation is essential to halt destructive competition. I started to
think of different ways to do things. So we have discussed about both the problem and prospects of insurance
business in Bangladesh. From there, duplicate that in what you do. Mortuza Ali 1. Many elderly Australians
have used their freedom imprudently: around half have emptied their pension pot by the age of  When I
worked full-time in the field selling final expense life insurance before moving to an agency building role
helping new agents to sell insurance , I used to start my day with my first prospect at 8AM. Since, an
insurance company deals with an intangible and very often contingent service; the primary resource for it will
always be the human being that runs the company. This is because; educated young people are seemed to be
reluctant to become insurance agents. They do it because the first-year commissions are usually well in
advance of percent or higher. We are striving hard to fulfill both of these two missions. The private insurance
companies are realizing this fact and playing role in the financial market. Antimo Perretta of AXA echoes
many of his peers when he says that risk-averse customers have much to gain from the smoothing of returns an
insurer can provide. My sales trainer friend, Claude Whitacre , says that seminars allow you to become a
celebrity. The insurance companies show different causes in order to make delay to return back the money at
expected time. When they will afford to minimize their risks at a lower price, they will take that opportunity
and they will become to get used to it. Surprisingly, the insurance business is not unique in terms of the
products or the process. Professional competence includes both knowledge and skill.


